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HOLY WEEK

BY PASTOR BETH WILLIAMS

PALM SUNDAY PARADE: SATURDAY, MARCH 27, 5 PM
We will begin our Palm Sunday Parade in the UCP parking lot. Drive in, tune your radio to 107.1 FM to hear
Palm Sunday songs and prayers, get palms to wave, bring or get a sign to display in the parade, and then we will
“Parade” through the neighborhoods with our palms and signs, inviting people to worship with us this Holy
Week.

PALM SUNDAY ONLINE WORSHIP: SUNDAY, MARCH 28, LIVESTREAMED, 10 AM

AGAIN & AGAIN, WE DRAW ON COURAGE
On Palm Sunday, we remember that Jesus’ entry into Jerusalem was not a risk-free, palm party. It was a protest
parade—a protest against those in power, a parade to prepare the way for a different kind of king. And this was
all happening with plots to kill Jesus building in the background. We’re reminded that the crowds were brave to
show up that day, and that Jesus drew on courage to face his journey to the cross. The root of courage is “cour, ”
meaning “heart.” Courage is deep within us; drawing on courage is both internal and external. We often find it
when we most need it, when everything else has been stripped away. Join us for our Palm Sunday worship as we
draw on courage for the journey ahead of us.

MAUNDY THURSDAY, APRIL 1, ONLINE SERVICE OF COMMUNION, 7:30 PM

AGAIN & AGAIN, WE ARE HELD TOGETHER
Jesus loved the disciples “to the end.” Even in the midst of betrayal, Jesus helps us to
remember that God holds all of our pain, vulnerability, doubts, and sufferings. As we venture toward the cross,
we can lean into God’s everlasting arms, knowing we are held. Jesus knows that being in communion with Him
and with one another is what will hold us together; and so this night as we celebrate the gift of communion, let us
remember, again and again, we are held together, even in our deepest grief and greatest danger. Remember that
and believe.

GOOD FRIDAY WORSHIP, APRIL 2, 12 PM (WITH WASHINGTON PLAZA BAPTIST CHURCH)

In person on the labyrinth–register on the website (registration form coming soon), or come to the UCP parking
lot and listen on the radio at 107.1 FM, or watch it online on our website, Facebook or Youtube.
AGAIN & AGAIN, WE FIND OURSELVES HERE
Again and again, we find ourselves at the foot of the cross, at the pit of despair, in the face of death, in the
grip of state-sanctioned violence. “Here” is an emotional place. “Here” is grief. “Here” is the reality of sin and
brokenness. On Good Friday, we are called to sit in the silence of death, knowing that God is here and to ask
ourselves, “Where do we find ourselves in this story? What are we grieving?"

HOLY SATURDAY, APRIL 3: SOCIALLY DISTANCED CHILDREN’S EASTER EGG HUNT, 11 AM OR 2 PM

Wear a mask and bring a basket and an umbrella if it rains, because we will be outdoors, rain or shine.
Registration required, select your preferred time and indicate the ages of your children. A registration form will
be posted on our website.

EASTER ONLINE WORSHIP, APRIL 4, 10 AM

AGAIN & AGAIN, THE SUN RISES
We are reminded that Easter comes to us, again and again, even if we don’t know what to make of God’s
resurrection ways. Again and again, the sun rises. And some days, that is enough. Join us as we joyfully and
virtually celebrate that again and again, Jesus is resurrected in our hearts, in our lives, in our churches, and in
our communities.
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STATIONS OF THE CROSS, MARCH 27-APRIL 3

You are invited to spend some time in prayer and meditation this Holy Week as we once again
honor the ancient story of Jesus’ death while recognizing the ways this narrative repeats itself
again and again throughout the past and present. The stations will provide multisensory ways to
engage, confess, and lament, creating a profound and prophetic Holy Week worship experience.
It is our hope and prayer that as we journey through this familiar story, that we will understand it
anew and that God will show us where and why we find ourselves here again and again, and move
us toward a more just future. The Stations of the Cross we will be using were written and designed
by Rev. T. Denise Anderson. She is a minister in the Presbyterian Church (USA) and coordinator for
racial and intercultural justice with the Presbyterian Mission Agency, working in connection with
the agency’s Compassion, Peace & Justice and Racial Equity & Women’s Intercultural Ministries.
A graduate of Howard University School of Divinity, she is the former co-moderator of the 222nd
General Assembly (2016) of the Presbyterian Church (USA). Denise writes, preaches, and engages
on issues of social justice, diversity, and reconciliation. As a gifted visual artist, she creates art that
explores themes of spirituality, history, religion, and race: tdandersonart.com.
The prayer stations will feature her original artwork and artist statement, Pietà: “Woman, Behold
Your Son; Behold Your Mother"—a sermon project exploring the story of Mamie Till-Mobley (the
mother of Emmett Till) and the grief of Mary, mother of Jesus, beholding her son on the cross.
Sanctified Art reminds us to utilize Anderson’s artwork with care—for worship, education, or
transformational purposes, saying, “We do not wish to profit from the Emmett Till tragedy in any
way. Therefore, we have provided these visuals free of any licensing fees for you to use with care
(and credit to the artist). In honor of this project and liturgy, we have made financial gifts to the
Emmett Till Interpretive Center and to The Innocence Project.”
At the end of the prayer stations, there will be an opportunity for you to give an in-kind donation
to these organizations as well. The Prayer Stations will be available from Saturday, March
27-Saturday, April 3. You are encouraged to schedule a time to come so that we can ensure safe
distancing for all participants. There will also be a version that you can use from home posted on
the website that week.
PARISH LIFE UCPRESTON.ORG
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THE JOY OF

A

PASTOR MARCUS
CO-PASTOR

s we set our sights upon the
beauty of an approaching Easter
Sunday, we are wonderfully
inspired by the words of Geoffrey
Foot in his sermon, The Joy of
Easter:
“Easter is a celebration of Christ’s victory
over death and our hope for eternal life—
surely if ever there was anything that gives us
hope it is this—the Resurrection: Behold the
joy of Easter, the miracle we were shown.”

On April 4, UCP will observe our second Easter
Sunday since the beginning of the pandemic,
which has left our world with more than 2.5
million fewer people than a year ago. During
this time of so much loss, death, and grief,
UCP’s staff and members have striven to assist
those who have needed comforting, healing,
and greater help with the essentials, such as
food, utilities, medical expense, and housing.
Working and worshipping during a crisis, we
are following the resourceful and reverent
history of Christ’s church.
The earliest converts to Christianity
received their baptisms on Easter Sunday
amid persecution, poverty, and disease. One
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epidemic known to have occurred in Rome
was the Antonine Plague from 165 to 180 AD,
which may have been smallpox or measles. Dr.
Linda Gigante, in her work, Death and Disease in
Ancient Rome, noted that in 189 AD, an epidemic
quite possibly caused up to 2,000 deaths a day in
Rome.
Then, and during the world’s following
epidemics, the church has borne witness to
Jesus, kept the faith, ministered to the grieving,
baptized believers, and celebrated occasions of
hope. The church’s mission was sustained with
great ingenuity and imagination on the part
of early Christians. Dr. Foot writes that, “The
resurrection built up their faith particularly
because of their experience of the presence of
the risen Jesus and made them courageous and
ready to face any eventuality.”

Behold the joy of Easter,
the miracle we were shown.
Rejoice your Resurrection,
our faith forever sown.
~Author unknown

BY ANNERIEKE OWEN, MISSIONS MINISTRY CO-CHAIR
WHAT IS ONE GREAT HOUR OF SHARING
(OGHS)?
OGHS is an annual offering, collected by churches
nationwide, that provides a way to share God’s love
with people experiencing need. It is an ecumenical
effort of nine denominations (including UCP's
four denominations) and Church World Service
(CWS). One Great Hour of Sharing donations
support the ministries of the denominations that
respond to disaster, provide refugee assistance,
and lead community
development efforts.
HOW DID OGHS
START?
Founded in 1946 by
Episcopal Bishop
Henry Knox Sherrill,
OGHS set a goal to
raise one million
dollars in one hour for
World Relief. In 1949,
church leaders from
several denominations
collaborated to promote
this effort.
Major networks broadcast a show, called “One
Great Hour," on Saturday, March 26, 1949. The
broadcast, featuring President Truman and
popular musicians and actors of the time, closed
with the request to the audience to make a special
contribution at their own place of worship the next
morning. While there is no record of funds raised
that day, it is estimated that over 75,000 churches
participated.
Over time, aspects of the offering and its
participants have changed, but the purpose
remains the same: to collect special gifts for
those in need—including disaster relief, refugee
assistance and development aid.
HOW DOES OGHS MAKE A DIFFERENCE?
OGHS raises over $20 million annually and gives
assistance to over 100 countries—including the

United States and Canada. Contributions are used
for programs that support underserved people and
communities. The OGHS committee comprises
nine Christian denominations and, in various
ways, works in cooperation with Church World
Service (CWS), the relief, development and refugee
assistance arm of the National Council of the
Churches of Christ in the U.S.
CWS, with overseas partner churches and church
councils, is often
the first on the
scene following
a disaster. Local
church leaders
identify the needs
of their people.
Priorities are set
to bring longterm solutions
that will improve
the quality of life
for individuals
and communities
around the world.
WHAT SHOULD I KNOW ABOUT OGHS THIS
YEAR?
The 2021 OGHS theme is “Let Love Flow.” You get to
hear a special minute on this during UCP's worship
service on Sunday, March 7.
UCP is receiving OGHS donations now through
Easter (April 4). You can give online (select "One
Great Hour of Sharing" in the Give to menu), or
mail a check (payable to UCP with "OGHS" in the
memo line) to United Christian Parish (11508 North
Shore Drive, Reston, VA 20190).
Your generosity ensures that even in the midst of
uncertainty, the transforming power of love will
continue to change the lives of those who are most
vulnerable among us. Take part in this effort, open
your heart to the many needs around you, and give
generously.
PARISH LIFE UCPRESTON.ORG
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Your VOICES

IT'S WOMEN'S HISTORY MONTH! WHO IS A WOMAN WHO HAS INSPIRED YOU?
“Maya Angelo, her life was so inspirational, as are her writings.”

Menda Ahart

“Ruth Bader Ginsburg, for her thoughtful perseverance in pushing us
toward being a more just and fair society.”

Laurie Callahan

“Ruth Bader Ginsburg, who inspires me to be strong and independent,
to work hard, to be compassionate and fight for justice.”

Sharon Castelda

“Harriet Tubman and Rosa Parks—I just can’t choose between them!”

Rev. Elethia

“Ruth Bader Ginsburg, for her judicial accomplishments and her
balanced life that included exercise and the arts.”

Patty Gehring

“Andriana (Ana), a travel tuber (someone who travels and shares videos

on YouTube), because she hasn’t let anything, including COVID and losing
relationships, stop her from pursuing her dreams.”

“My grandmother, Margaret Walker—she and her husband lost everything

in Mississippi in the Great Flood of the 1920s and moved to Memphis where
she went to work for a church; she was such a courageous woman.”

“My mother, Ruth Stallman, who was the organist and director of three
choirs at our church in York, PA.”

“My wife, Tammi, and Kamala Harris.”

“Juliette Gordon Low, who founded the Girl Scouts in 1912 when she was
deaf, widowed and over 50.”
“Ellie Losaro, a Reston resident and author who leads women’s Bible
study groups.”
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Laura H.

Anita Jenkins

Yvonne Kauffman

Pastor Marcus
Leathers

Cyndie Lipari

Trudy McCrea

“Rev. Heidi Fuller, a friend in my church youth group when we were
teenagers, who inspired me with her leadership, quiet strength and faith.”

Jane McDonnell

“Sandra Day O’Connor, the first woman justice on the US Supreme
Court, who earlier started a number of social improvements.”

Bonnie McKenna

“Helen Meehan, my nursing supervisor in Rockland County, NY, a
young widow who raised four children while holding a demanding job.”

JoAnne Norton

“Sherrilyn Ifill, head of the NAACP Legal Defense & Educational Fund,
because of her intellect, insight, courage and commitment.”

Kristy Pullen

“Eleanor Roosevelt, because of her commitment to peacemaking through
the United Nations and the Universal Declaration of Human Rights.”

Larry Pullen

“Mary Jackson, for her adventuresome travel experiences, devotion to
scripture, and ability to maintain friendships across the US and the
globe; her strength and stamina are amazing.”

Barbara Schell

“Sarah Bessey, an author and co-founder of the Evolving Faith
Community, who ventured out of her church community to find a more
inclusive message and now encourages others to find a more loving life.”

Leah Steinbronn

"Ariadna Scriabina (poet) and Martha Argerich (classical concert
pianist).”

Misha Tumanov

“Ann Herring, my sister, who lives a life that reflects the strong values of
character and integrity that our parents and grandparents instilled in us.”
“I spent a long time trying to name one woman, and I just couldn’t do it.
When I was in elementary school I read every biography written about
women in the school library. Every one taught me that as a woman there was
nothing I could not do.”

Sonja Vaughn

Pastor Beth
Williams

Let's hear your voice! Next month's question:

"Where in nature have you experienced God's presence?"
Submit your answer to parishlife1@ucpreston.org by Marcn 15.
PARISH LIFE UCPRESTON.ORG
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BY REV. ELETHIA

JPMT’s Antiracism Team:

BREAKING THE
SILENCE

UCP’s Justice and Peace Ministry Team has a new antiracism team ministry called
Breaking the Silence, started by Rev. Elethia and Millie Lyons in September 2020.
Our mission is to provide a safe space for white people to look at our unconscious
complicity in keeping our country white-centered and white-controlled through
our institutions (school systems, health systems, government systems, corporate
systems, voting systems, and church systems). We believe that change comes through
individuals as we become conscious of how we unknowingly contribute to the
oppression of people of color and use that new awareness to bring about systemic
change in the areas of our lives where we have influence and power.
While all people are invited to participate in this ministry, we recognize that
antiracism work must be done primarily by white people. We cannot expect
people of color to become our teachers, but we do welcome your presence and your
participation.
Breaking the Silence offered a nine-week class that studied and discussed the book
Me and White Supremacy by Layla F. Saad. This book walks us through daily readings
and questions on such topics as white privilege, white fragility, tone policing, white
silence, white superiority, white exceptionalism, color blindness, anti-blackness, racial
stereotypes, white apathy, white centering, white saviorism, white apathy and more.
In January 2021, we started a second class called "Me and White Supremacy: Part 2,"
that ended on February 22nd. In it, we covered implicit bias, microaggressions, and the
topics listed above using Saad’s book as a textbook reference. Through videos, slides,
and small group discussion, we are raising awareness among white people so that we
can become a part of solving the racial issues in our country that still have us in chains
of oppression.
Breaking the Silence will offer a book study of My Grandmother’s Hands: Racialized
Trauma and the Pathway to Mending Our Hearts and Bodies, by Resmaa Menakem. This
study will be led by Jane Plum sometime after Easter.
On Monday, March 1, at 7 PM, Breaking the Silence will show a 48-minute video of Dr.
Martin Luther King, Jr., reading his Letter From a Birmingham Jail, followed by a group
discussion. Join via Zoom using this link. Look for future events in the Parish Life and
the Thursday Weekly Connection.
If you are interested in joining Breaking the Silence ministry team, please contact
Millie Lyons or me. The creative possibilities are endless.
For now, we offer you the article "Race: The Power of Illusion" (see next page) produced
by California Newsreel in association with the Independent Television Service (ITVS) ©
2003 California Newsreel. All rights reserved.
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RACE: THE POWER OF ILLUSION
TEN THINGS EVERYONE SHOULD KNOW ABOUT RACE

Our eyes tell us that people look different. No one has trouble distinguishing a Czech from a Chinese.
But what do those differences mean? Are they biological? Has race always been with us? How does
race affect people today?
There's less—and more—to race than meets the eye:

1.2

Race is a modern idea. Ancient societies, like the Greeks, did not divide people according to physical
distinctions, but according to religion, status, class, even language. The English language didn't even
have the word 'race' until it turns up in 1508 in a poem by William Dunbar referring to a line of kings.

2.2

Race has no genetic basis. Not one characteristic, trait or even gene distinguishes all the members of one
so-called race from all the members of another so-called race.

3.2

Human subspecies don't exist. Unlike many animals, modern humans simply haven't been around long
enough or isolated enough to evolve into separate subspecies or races. Despite surface appearances, we
are one of the most similar of all species.

4.2

Skin color really is only skin deep. Most traits are inherited independently from one another. The genes
influencing skin color have nothing to do with the genes influencing hair form, eye shape, blood type,
musical talent, athletic ability or forms of intelligence. Knowing someone's skin color doesn't necessarily
tell you anything else about him or her.

5.2

Most variation is within, not between, "races." Of the small amount of total human variation, 85% exists
within any local population, be they Italians, Kurds, Koreans or Cherokees. About 94% can be found
within any continent. That means two random Koreans may be as genetically different as a Korean and
an Italian.

6.2

Slavery predates race. Throughout much of human history, societies have enslaved others, often as a
result of conquest or war, even debt, but not because of physical characteristics or a belief in natural
inferiority. Due to a unique set of historical circumstances, ours was the first slave system where all the
slaves shared similar physical characteristics.

7.2

Race and freedom evolved together. The U.S. was founded on the radical new principle that "All men
are created equal." But our early economy was based largely on slavery. How could this anomaly be
rationalized? The new idea of race helped explain why some people could be denied the rights and
freedoms that others took for granted.

8.2

Race justified social inequalities as natural. As the race idea evolved, white superiority became "common
sense" in America. It justified not only slavery but also the extermination of Indians, exclusion of Asian
immigrants, and the taking of Mexican lands by a nation that professed a belief in democracy. Racial
practices were institutionalized within American government, laws, and society.

9.2

Race isn't biological, but racism is still real. Race is a powerful social idea that gives people different
access to opportunities and resources. Our government and social institutions have created advantages
that disproportionately channel wealth, power, and resources to white people. This affects everyone,
whether we are aware of it or not.

10.2

Colorblindness will not end racism. Pretending race doesn't exist is not the same as creating equality.
Race is more than stereotypes and individual prejudice. To combat racism, we need to identify and
remedy social policies and institutional practices that advantage some groups at the expense of others.

This article was produced by California Newsreel in association with the Independent
Television Service (ITVS) © 2003 California Newsreel. All rights reserved.
PARISH LIFE UCPRESTON.ORG
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2021 CONGREGATIONAL MEETING AND
CHURCH CONFERENCE

LAURIE CALLAHAN, LAY CO-MODERATOR, BOARD
Report on the Financial Status and Receiving the
he 2021 Church Conference and
financial
plan for 2021: John Moore presented the
Congregational Meeting was held on
report on the financial status of UCP. The good news
Sunday, January 31, via Zoom. The Rev.
is that the stewardship goal of $525,000 in pledges was
Dr. Sarah Calvert, District Superintendent
met and even a bit exceeded! However, the COVID-19
of the United Methodist Church, gave the
sermon for our earlier worship service and pandemic and other issues have impacted the budget,
and we project the need to use more of our reserves in
led the meeting.
2021 than in recent years. Fortunately, each year we end
Thank you to all who participated in our annual
up using less than projected, but it is still a worry, as
conference! The Board recognizes that it ran very
our reserves will not last long at the present rate.
long and will be more mindful of time going forward.
The Board, with input from the congregation, is
We have heard that the detailed financial report was
already brainstorming ideas to ensure a sustainable
much appreciated. Many thanks to John Moore and the
future for UCP. Two townhalls held in February were
Finance Council! And thank you Cheryl Fields, for the
announced at the meeting.
smooth voting! What follows is a recap for those who
were unable to attend.
The Ministry of Leadership: Nancy Vollmer, LLNC
Group Conferencing: Each group, led by a Board
member, first discussed how we did with our last year’s
theme of GROWTH (Generously giving our time and
treasure, Remembering the teachings of Jesus, Opening
our hearts to inclusion, Working for justice and peace,
Taking care of our planet, and Helping and holding
each other through care and prayer). Then the groups
considered how our church can ACT (Actively engage
in social justice and spiritual practices, Connect and
engage with our expanding community online and
beyond, and Take care of the congregation and greater
community) in the year ahead.
The past year certainly wasn’t what any of us
expected, but our Church—pastors, staff, and
congregation—rallied to stay connected in new ways
and to contribute in all the areas outlined in the
GROWTH theme. Our pastors and Justice and Peace
Ministry Team (JPMT) guided us in reflection on equity,
inclusion and social justice issues-an ongoing focus of
our parish.
Our ACT theme this year provides us with clarity as
we move forward, building on our expanded virtual
community while we anticipate being back together in
person. The Board will review the suggestions for what
to implement, and measurable goals will be set.
The Ministry of Stewardship: Pastor Marcus Leathers
and Pastor Beth Williams left the meeting while Anne
Hochstrasser, HARC chair, led the vote on approval of
their terms of call. Seventy-three active members were
present for the voting, easily providing a quorum. Both
pastors’ terms of call were approved after explanation
of the differences in their terms. The main difference
is that we pay more for Pastor Beth’s health insurance
because the Presbytery has a fund to help other pastors
cover health insurance. Rev. Sarah Calvert noted that
the United Methodists have the same system.
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chair, led the discussion on the nominations.
Deborah Aschenbach was voted in to fill the
Congregational Care class of 2022 vacancy, and Robert
Baum was voted in to fill the HARC class of 2023
vacancy.
The final motion to be voted on was to clarify in our
constitution how one can be present to vote during
congregational meetings. The congregation voted
to amend Article V, Section A of the Constitution by
adding (either in person or virtually) to the following
sentence: “Parish active members present (either in
person or virtually) shall be entitled to vote, no proxy
votes shall be accepted.”

State of the Church: Pastor Beth and Pastor Marcus
concluded the meeting with a report on the state of the
church and how we have dealt with the pandemic. Here
are some of their words:
Pastor Beth: “Do I wish we had not had the 2020 that
we did? Of course. But I am also glad that we are who
we are: a parish that pulled together, supported one
another, expanded our comfort zones, remained
faithful to the gospel and the mission and vision
of the parish to be God’s beloved community on
Earth—committed to compassionate service, spiritual
development, inclusiveness and love, and that, through
it all, we continued to create opportunities for all people
to experience the amazing grace and love of God, whom
we know through Christ.”
Pastor Marcus: “Together, as Christ’s Beloved
Community, our resilience has encouraged immense
gratitude for what we may consider as the little things.
2020 taught us to appreciate the mundane within this
changed landscape of America (prayerfully, soon to
be a post-COVID-19 America). I am grateful for the
impact that UCP has made in the face of challenge and
adversity. I am grateful for the opportunities that I
witnessed as God’s love, as well as the innovation and
resilience of UCP.”

LIVESTREAMING
Ash Wednesday marked the beginning of Lent.
It also marked the beginning of something new
for worship at United Christian Parish. That
something new? Livestreaming.
Livestreaming is a significant next step for the
future of UCP's online worship, so that when our
in-person worship resumes, we are prepared
to continue to provide a meaningful online
worship experience. During the past year, we
have built the foundation for this online worship
experience that is engaging, creative and
intimate. Livestreaming allows for us to build on
this foundation so that we can continue to grow
and engage our online community.

WORSHIP ONLINE, SUNDAYS @ 10 AM
announcements begin at 9:55 AM
learn more: ucpreston.org/online-worship

PARISH LIFE UCPRESTON.ORG
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REFLECTING ON CHURCH & STATE

W

REV. WALTER OWENSBY

hen I was a young pastor—
yes, I was both once!—our
new church development
congregation was getting
ready to move into our new
church building. There were
a lot of decisions to be made about architecture,
furnishings, and program. One question was
whether we should have the American flag in the
sanctuary like most churches did. I opposed that on
grounds that as Christians we had only one supreme
loyalty, to Jesus Christ, and we should not let that
be compromised or confused by having the flag of
a country—any country—in our worship. Well, that
was the day when clergy were treated with some
deference, so there was no flag.
There has always been tension between churches
and governments about what to do at the intersection
of patriotism and faith. That was the issue UCP’s
“Living Your Faith” adult class set out to explore in a
six-week series on Church and State that ended last
month.
Class discussion focused on the unique experience
of American Christianity under the “Founding
Fathers” and the Constitution they devised and
gifted to the republic and thus to us. The first part
of the first Amendment to the original outline of
how “We the People” would live together was about
religion: “Congress shall make no law respecting
an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free
exercise thereof…” No elaboration, just those two
absolutes. Ever since, the complex history of ChurchState and Christ-culture relations in our country has
been a struggle to live out those few words.
Most of the class discussion, however, was not about
history, it was about issues large and small that make
our life together contentious:
• Public finance: Should any amount of federal
dollars go to subsidize church-related schools,
hospitals or social services? Should church
properties be exempt from taxation? Should
pastors have special tax deductions for home
ownership?
• Public health: Can schools require that children be
vaccinated? In a pandemic, can the state enforce
masks, social distancing and vaccination? Can it
enforce limits on how many can attend a worship
service or a church conference?
• Public education: How much religion can be
included in the curriculum? How much prayer?
Can the Bible be read aloud? Must everyone—
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including Jehovah’s Witnesses—salute the flag?
• Public spaces: What about the 10 Commandments
on courtroom walls? Or crosses or creches in front
of city halls?
• Public services: Must Sikhs cut their hair to be in
the military; can Jews wear a kippa? Must bakeries
service a gay wedding? Can a Christian’s business
hire only Christians?
• Privates spaces: Abortion: Where are the
boundaries between the right to life and the right
to choose? Should gay individuals or couples have
the right to adopt children? Should the religion of
adopted children be limited to parents of that same
religious tradition?
The class didn’t discuss all of these issues; time
just didn’t allow it. The list only illustrates the many
tensions of our life together in community that have
come to be defined in terms of religious conviction
resisting the power of the State. But the courts
regularly must rule on these and dozens of other
Church/faith/State matters. How do they and we
decide?
TWO PRINCIPLES
While the cases testing Church-State relationships
are many, the underlying principles are few.
At the top of the list is the tension between
individual rights and the need to live together in
one society. This becomes an issue of Church and
State when conflicting values are justified in terms
of religion and belief. In the end, the law, the courts,
the agencies of government—in the name of the
Constitution—decide.
That was hard enough when the vast majority of
Americans were Christians—including most of those
who made, interpreted, and enforced the laws—who
were tied to only a few denominational expressions of
that faith. Finding common ground for our common
life is more complicated today. There are more types
of religious expression, and the percentage of the
population who identify with any religious institution
is shrinking. Twenty-six percent of Americans say
they are atheist, agnostic, or “nothing in particular.”
(Pew Research, 2019)
America has always had religious diversity, but
in former times the working principle was that the
Christian majority ruled; others were expected to
adjust quietly. That is not today’s national reality.
Minority citizens—religious and otherwise—have a
voice, and lawyers, claiming their full rights under
the Constitution. In elections and in the making of
laws, it is expected that the majority should prevail,
but in the constitutionally guaranteed rights of
persons, there can be no tyranny of either the
majority or minority.

The practical outcome of religious freedom is
that individuals and the institutions they form are
free to believe whatever they wish as long as it does
not impinge on the freedom and rights of others.
Which is to say, yes there are limits to freedom, even
religious freedom.
A second major principle of constitutional religious
freedom is that the State, too, is limited. It may not
deprive an individual or institution—religious or not—
the right to profess a belief, or protest a perceived
wrong in policy, or to seek from government a better
way of doing things. It’s significant that the same
paragraph of the first amendment of the Constitution
that prohibits the State from establishing a religion
or interfering with religious practice goes on to
guarantee free speech, the right of assembly and “to
petition the Government for a redress of grievances.”
That is, religious folk and others have the right to
speak up, organize and lobby for their vision of
society—but not to impose it on others.
The Constitutional State is not free to silence or
ignore individuals and their institutions—even
religious ones—and do whatever it wants, but neither
can the Constitutional State be the instrument of
domination by some group or ideology.
In our “Living Your Faith” series, time and again
the point was made that the courts require that the
State show that it has a “compelling interest” when it
acts over the protests of religious or other individuals
or institutions. That standard is both a limit to the
power of the State and also a recognition that some
things in our life together are too important to
allow even the most passionately held convictions to
interfere with government action for the common
good.
What we see of course is that judges, even wise and
well-intentioned ones, do not always agree, nor are
courts always consistent over the years in how they
understand the Constitution and apply the law. Thus,
we face the reality of court reversals, belligerent
judicial confirmations, and new legislation based on
contentious views of what the Constitution means or
guarantees in the face of changing times, customs,
and even religious thought.
Our class discussions revealed that an inquiry into
the relations of Church and State is ultimately not
only about law and faith, but about our conflicting
values as a people and the notions of nation and
government.
AMERICAN NATIONALISM vs CHRISTIAN
NATIONALISM
The insurrection of January 6th made that painfully
evident. The mob that invaded the Capitol in support
of Donald Trump has often been described as angry
and disaffected. Most were white and many likely

identify as evangelical Christians. Evangelicals
constituted the largest bloc of Trump supporters and
gave him an estimated 75-80% of their votes in last
November’s election.
Trump supporters, including Evangelical
Christians, were rewarded many political successes
during the his four years in office—most notably the
appointment of three Supreme Court Justices they
had reason to hope would help make America “theirs
again.”
American Nationalism can perhaps be described
as the forging of a great nation from European roots
while absorbing many other peoples – e pluribus
unum. But in that tradition, the national unity was
dominated by a White-male-Christian ethos that was
celebrated and promoted as the natural order.
In the last 50 or so years, that reality has changed
significantly. Immigration has lost its whiteness; the
Jim Crow laws and culture that contained African
Americans for over a hundred years have weakened
if not yet given way completely; rights guaranteed by
the Constitution are increasingly being applied to the
LGBTQ community; women have firmly established
the legal fact that not just men are created equal;
Christianity is no longer defined exclusively by
Protestant “mainline” denominations and traditional
Catholicism; and America is statistically less religious
now, with over a quarter of the population declaring
themselves “none of the above.”
Over half the American population is still white,
and Christians are still in the majority, but the trends
are not good for those who long for a restoration of
the old order. Christian Nationalists are suffering a
loss of national identity in a State and culture they no
longer dominate.
Those of us who are not Christian Nationalists also
have a problem. We don’t understand or know how to
relate to our “sibling-citizens” who are.
The last of the six-session series on Church and
State was led by Dr. R. Bruce Douglass, a political
scientist from Georgetown University and a life-long
Presbyterian. He suggests two things we can do.
First, we need to recognize that all evangelicals and
all cultural conservatives are not the same; not all
regard all change as undermining faith, or all actions
of government as attempts to weaken churches
or individual liberties. We need to recognize and
encourage those with a more nuanced view and
listen to their legitimate concerns. Second, those in
mainline churches and the progressive tradition need
to be more articulate about what we believe and why,
and we need to speak up.
Such actions will not quickly bridge the chasms of
distrust that divide us today in both church and state.
But they may begin the healing.
PARISH LIFE UCPRESTON.ORG
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Living Your Faith: March 2021
PASTOR BETH

CO-PASTOR

W

e spent the last month or
so talking about the state
of the church in the United
States, exploring issues of
separation of church and
state, religious liberties,
and Christian Nationalism. (See the article by
Walter Owensby on page 14 to read more about
those discussions.) In March, we are shifting our
focus from being U.S.-centric to looking at the
state of Christianity around the world. We have
engaged a variety of speakers who have been in
mission in various regions to give us an in-depth
and personal view.
March 7: The Church in Latin & South America
Discussion will be led by Dennis Smith, who
recently retired as a mission co-worker for the
Presbyterian Church (USA). His most recent
posting (2011-2020)
was as World Mission
regional liaison for South
America, based in Buenos
Aires. In this position,
Dennis managed PCUSA
relationships with 17
partner denominations,
theological seminaries,
and faith-based
organizations in nine
countries, supervised eight
other mission co-workers, and promoted closer
partnerships between U.S. and South American
churches. We will consider case studies such
as: Brazil, the growth of populism and the ties
between religious and political fundamentalism;
Chile and the failures of neoliberal economic
policy; and perhaps the social, environmental,
political and economic impact of extractivism in
places like Peru and Bolivia.
March 14: The Palestinian People, their Middle
Eastern Neighbors and the Church
As we explore this region, the hope is to better
understand what Palestine has been, is, and
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aspires to be. And, of course, we will discuss
the role of the church in embracing all that.
Discussion will be led by Rev. Dr. Fahed Abuakel
who was born in Kuffer Yassif in Galilee, and
who has never
forgotten his
family and his
homeland. Dr.
Abuakel came
to the U.S. in
1966 to study and
pursue his higher
education. He is
a Presbyterian minister and, in June 2002, was
elected moderator of the 214th General Assembly
of the Presbyterian Church (USA), the highest
elected office by any Palestinian and ArabAmerican to any major protestant denomination.
In this position, he represented the Church in
the U.S. and around the world.
March 21: The Church in Russia
Discussion will be led by V. Bruce Rigdon, a
pastor, theological educator, ecumenical leader
and social activist, who has had a wide-ranging
influence on people and institutions around the
globe over a career spanning half a century.
During the Cold War, Rigdon maintained ties
with the Russian Orthodox Church and earned a
reputation as one of the world's leading experts
on Reformed-Orthodox relations. More details
coming soon.
March 28: Christianity and Faith in other
reaches of the globe: Africa, Southeast Asia, etc:
More information to follow and will be shared in
the Weekly Connection e-newsletter.

join us for

ADULT SUNDAY SCHOOL
ONLINE
11:15 AM
Zoom Link

THERE IS ENOUGH FOR ALL—
EVEN DURING A PANDEMIC
ROB GEHRING

COLUMNIST

And when he had taken the five loaves and the two fishes,
he looked up to heaven, and blessed (them) … And they
did all eat, and were filled.
-MARK 6:42-43
t has been widely noted that the current
pandemic has had a disproportionate impact
on both the health and economic conditions
of minority communities. Noel Andersen,
the United Church of Christ and Church
World Services Grassroots Coordinator for
Immigrants' Rights, writes in Witness for Justice that
this should not and need not be the case:
In the midst of lockdowns and toilet paper shortages,
many have turned toward the myth of scarcity, that there
is not enough to go around. The human survival instinct,
combined with the influence of consumerism and
capitalism, create a breeding ground for fear, division,
exclusion, and hate.
Our sacred scriptures and faith tradition draw a vivid
contrast, reminding us that if we share, there will be
enough for all, and if we extend ourselves in faith, God
will provide. When there are just five loaves and two fish,
many can be fed on little.
As we prepare for the beginning of Lent, often observed
with spiritual sacrifices, we recognize that any act
of sacrifice should not be for sacrifice alone but for
transformation and solidarity with others. The current
once-in-a-century pandemic is having a disproportionate
impact on marginalized communities. Many have lost
their jobs, can no longer pay rent, or find little access
to health care. Workers who are often paid the least–
farm workers, meat packers, grocery clerks, sanitation
workers, whose work is finally recognized as essential–
also face greater risk of exposure to the deadly virus. The
inequality is overwhelming: while 29 million people and
12 million children in the U.S. face hunger, billionaires
made 3.9 trillion dollars, and data shows Black, Latinos
and Asians dying at a much higher rate.
There is no easy solution, but there is something we
can do. The Biden administration has set forth a plan
that pushes the U.S. forward in this struggle to end the
pandemic, and recognizes the benefits we all enjoy from
the hard work of those now deemed essential. Congress
can pass this plan that includes addressing the hunger
crisis, renewing unemployment benefits, equitable
distribution of stimulus checks, restoring worker
protections, funding for vaccine roll-out, and raising the
minimum wage to fifteen dollars per hour.
As an advocate for immigrants’ rights, I recognize the

I

limitations of the Biden plan – and the new possibilities.
The workers now lauded as vital during this pandemic?
Undocumented and under-documented people make
up over 5 million essential workers, over one million of
those are “Dreamers” and DACA-eligible people. The
anti-immigrant rhetoric and the separation of families
over the last four years has been heartbreaking. In 2019
at a meatpacking facility, Mississippi saw the biggest
workplace raid ever in a single state. One employee,
Maria Domingo-Garcia, was a mother to a 4-month
old, 3-year-old and 11-year-old, all children who are
U.S. Citizens. She was detained and ripped away from
her children, even though she was still breastfeeding the
youngest. This is the way so many essential workers have
been treated. Although Maria had been in the country
for 11 years with no criminal record and paying taxes,
she was still deported and torn from her children. People
like Maria should be part of this stimulus package.
Congress should include all essential workers as part of
the stimulus and Covid-19 relief efforts. People like Maria
who were unjustly deported should be reunited with her
family on humanitarian visas. Creating a pathway to
citizenship would be a boon for the economy, increasing
tax revenue, decreasing deficits, and adding billions of
dollars to the GDP.
In times of fear and crisis, it is easy to look inward and
forget about our neighbors in need, but as people of faith,
we know that there is enough for all. We can and should
work to build equitable systems during this crisis when
the most marginalized are at their greatest need.
What Can I Do?
• Political Action: Write to your senators and
representative in support of the administration's
COVID relief bill, permanent status and a path
for citizenship for dreamers, and broader
immigration reform.
• Financial Support and Volunteerism: Donate or
volunteer with local organizations providing food
and other assistance to those in need around us,
such as Cornerstones, F.I.S.H, and Kids R First.
• Donate to international organizations providing
food, housing, health care, and other essential
support to people in need around the world, such
as CARE (poverty and hunger), UNICEF (child
health care), UNHCR (comprehensive care for
refugees) and World Food Program (hunger).
Anderson, N. (2021, February 11). There is Enough for
All–Even During a Pandemic. Witness for Justice. www.
ucc.org/there-is-enough-for-all-even-during-a-pandemic/
1
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2020 DESIGNATED
GIVING REPORT
ANNERIEKE
OWEN

When I was asked to chair Missions Ministry in May 2020,
I was hesitant. I would be following in the footsteps of two
wonderful and capable co-chairs, Kathy Kelley and Bob
Haley, who have been leading this ministry for many years.
Knowing that I would have the support of both of them and
very experienced team members, I agreed to serve. When I
needed guidance, especially in the finance part, including
managing the Excel sheet, Bob was always ready to advise
and teach me. John Moore explained the complete financial
picture when I had questions. Kathy’s wise words or head nods
during the meetings encouraged me if I hesitated. With such
an experienced team my task has been easy, and now, after
six months, I have settled into the position and feel blessed to
serve in this capacity.
The budget article in February's Parish Life and the following
article were well outlined by Bob Haley, and I followed his
lead. Bob explained the budget so clearly that I did not feel the
need to change the content. Thank you Bob! I made only minor
updates where needed.
Last month’s Parish Life article focused on how the Missions
Ministry spent 2020 budgeted funds, i.e. the 10% of pledges
that UCP allocates for missions each year. This report covers
designated missions giving. These are donations directly
from the congregation with the donor designating the specific
mission for which the funds are intended, hence the term
designated giving.
One Great Hour of Sharing and the Harvest Offering (in
November) are two examples of annual opportunities for
designated giving. The Missions Ministry often makes special
calls for donations to help those affected by disasters such as
earthquake, weather, war, forest fires and hunger. In addition,
the congregation contributes other gifts throughout the year
with designations for specific purposes.
In 2020, the total giving from designated accounts was
$23,592. These contributions went to local, national and
international causes. The first table shows the details.
For the One Great Hour offering, $9,196 was donated.
Donated funds are split so that 25% goes to each of our
four denominations. The funds are used for national and
international mission projects as determined by each
denomination.
UCP’s annual Harvest Offering goes exclusively to local
programs as determined by the Missions Ministry. The 2020
Harvest Offering ($5,365) was divided equally between the
South Lakes HS Pantry, where the funds provide food to
underserved individuals in the local area, and the Centreville
Labor Resource Center.
Special designated offerings ($2,171) were made to help
victims of Hurricanes (Laura and Eta) and the wild Forest
Fires (California).
It is important to recognize that the congregation also
provides generous donations of time, food and clothing to
local missions. Examples include food for Cornerstones, gift
cards or a donation to the principal fund to neighboring Lake
Anne Elementary School, volunteer hours at The Closet, and
meals provided for and time spent with the unhoused at the
Hypothermia Shelter.
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CONGREGATIONAL MISSIONS GIVING THROUGH

DESIGNATED FUNDS (2020)
Local/National
Cornerstones-Backpacks
Herndon-Reston FISH
Disaster Relief-Hurricanes
& Forest Fires
Harvest Offering
Hypothermia Prevention
Lake Anne Elementary
School
Christmas Boxes
Works Sunday
TOTAL LOCAL/
NATIONAL
National/International
One Great Hour of
Sharing
TOTAL NATIONAL/
INTERNATIONAL
International
Hope Made Real
TOTAL
DISCRETIONARY
TOTAL DESIGNATED
GIVING

460
1,580
2,171
5,365
1,548
1,943
41
258
$ 13,366

9,196
$ 9,196

1,030
$ 1,030
$ 23,592

The combination of the budgeted missions giving (the
$48,925 reviewed last month) and designated giving
($23,592) equates to $72,517 for total missions giving in
2020. This is an extraordinary amount for a church our
size. UCP is a very generous congregation and for that
we are truly grateful. May the spirit of God's love guide
us this year, as well, so we can help where most needed.
TOTAL

MISSONS GIVING (2020)
Budgeted Giving (10% of
pledge income)

48,925

Designated Giving

23,592

TOTAL MISSIONS
GIVING

$ 72,517

PARISH LIFE MISSIONS CORNER

BY JOELLYN KINZER
Keep on loving each other as brothers. Do not
forget to entertain strangers, for by so doing some
people have entertained angels without knowing it.
Remember those in prison as if you were their fellow
prisoners, and those who are mistreated as if you
yourselves were suffering.
-HEBREWS 13:1-3

T

he Missions Ministry receives
many appreciation letters. Two
that we would like to share are
from ARISE, a student Christian
outreach program at George
Mason University (GMU), and from
GraceInside, a prison ministry.
COVID-19 has struck students hard at GMU.
The ARISE letter stated that with our help, they
were able to provide housing for students when
the campus shut down, ensure students had
groceries, and offer creative programs that kept
students from feeling alone. They have continued
to meet in small groups for curricula of social
justice and bible study, and conversation.
They wrote that through their commitment
as a Jesus-loving organization, living as Christ
lived by welcoming all people into community
relationship and discipleship, ARISE is still there
and still arising.

arisegmu.org

The pandemic has also struck hard in jails
and state prison systems. GraceInside’s letter
described these effects. Their number one
request is for prayers. The Virginia Department
of Corrections has taken extraordinary measures
to keep residents and staff as healthy as possible.
Only essential staff are allowed inside—no
visitors, no programs, no volunteers, and no
chaplains.
Through donations, GraceInside chaplains
have been able to serve through an innovative
telework plan, staying in touch and ministering
to inmates and staff. Our support helps provide
more hours for chaplains to meet the needs
through private letters, unlimited free emails,
and crisis counseling by phone.

graceinside.org

In his December 2018 “Answering God’s Call”
Parish Life article, Rob Gehring covered the
torturous treatment of prisoners in solitary
confinement. He suggested we learn about the
National Religious Campaign Against Torture,
and to act by supporting a prisoner in solitary
confinement through letter writing.
With the COVID crisis, writing to prisoners might
be a way for UCP people—in their own social
distancing—to act, as they follow Paul’s teaching.
PARISH LIFE UCPRESTON.ORG
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FEBRUARY BOARD REPORT
BY LAURIE CALLAHAN, LAY CO-MODERATOR, BOARD

Second Payroll Protection Program Loan
UCP applied for a second Paycheck Protection Program
(PPP) loan through Sona Bank. We requested and
have been approved for $78,000, the same amount we
received in the first round. It will be used primarily
for preschool payroll. We anticipate both loans being
completely forgiven and converted to grants. Thank you,
Micaela, for your help!
UCP Statement Addressing Our Divided Land
With our country so divided and even families at odds
with one another, we want UCP to be an active voice for
healing. The board developed the following statement
that will have images paired with each bullet. It will
soon go out via social media and be on our website. So,
watch for it, and let’s be loving with all we encounter.
• As we find ourselves in a land divided and suffering,
we're reminded that our faith calls us to love our
neighbor and reject hatred and violence.
• We want to come together as one nation under God.
• Ours is a diverse country that has always taken pride
in being a land of opportunity.
• Yet, opportunity, dignity and respect are not accorded
equitably to all of us.
• We must be honest about our history and repair the
rents in our social fabric to ensure justice and equity
for all. Recognizing what is true shines a light on the
path forward.
• To heal our nation, we must listen attentively to all
and work to build bridges.
• When disagreement tempts us to anger, we can keep
in mind the words of 1 Corinthians 13:4-6: "Love
is patient and kind…; it is not arrogant or rude. It
does not insist on its own way; it does not rejoice in
wrongdoing but rejoices with the truth.”
Preschool News
Plans to Return to In-Person Classes
The Preschool Advisory Board (PAC) requested, and has
been granted, an exception to our policy of following
Fairfax County Public School’s schedule. During this
time of COVID, PAC may set its own decision about
when to return to in-person classes. While UCP is not
requiring staff to be vaccinated, all staff want to be
(some still awaiting the opportunity). The current plan
is to return to in-person, outdoor classes in March.
Preschool Financials
The Board has approved the preschool budget, which
includes a $30-per-month tuition increase (still within
the median tuition range for our area), a one-time
supply fee for personal protection equipment items,
and a 2% pay raise for staff. While COVID has hit our
preschool hard, the good news is that our preschool
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remains viable. PPP loans, a CARES (Coronavirus Aid,
Relief, and Economic Security) grant of $12,000, and
UCP support are keeping it viable through this difficult
time. PAC will slowly build back the preschool’s reserve
fund.
Budget/Financial Updates
Minor 2021 Budget Adjustment
In our income column, we found we have not been
including the preschool’s share of the church-wide
liability and workman’s comp policy ($2,796 for 2021).
With the $2,796 added to income, our projected use of
reserves is now down to $166,210.
Bequest from Margaret Grey
UCP received a bequest of $20,000 from Margaret Grey’s
estate. These funds, and the bequest from Rodman
Jenkins’ estate, will go into the Memorial Account and
will not affect the 2021 budget. The Board will need to
decide how to use these funds.
Town Halls: UCP in the 21st Century
UCP is embarking on a new phase. In the first phase
of this century—Act 1, if you will—we consolidated
and updated our facilities. In Act 2, we updated
our governance structure and welcomed our new
ministerial team along with key staff. Now, for Act 3, we
need to take the next steps—organizing and developing
programming and outreach for a sustainable future.
The Board—with the help of the congregation—is
looking for creative strategies for building our
community, sharing our gifts internally and with our
neighbors, and strengthening UCP’s financial position.
The good news is that we have no mortgage, and we do
have reserves!
Town Halls were held Sunday, February 21, and
Thursday, February 25. For each, participants rotated
through three breakout discussion rooms called Café
Salons to share ideas in the following areas:
-Administrative Innovations
-Creative Convenings and Services
-Technological Innovations
We thank all who participated! You provided creative,
constructive suggestions! The Board will hold a special
meeting to go through the ideas and recommendations
to determine how to proceed. This year and next will
be a time of experimentation and implementation, with
2023 a time for evaluation and reflection. The Board will
keep the congregation informed each step of the way
and ask for more input at appropriate times. Your ideas,
as well as concerns, are always welcome. So please,
reach out to Board members at any time.

AND AGAIN...LIKE JESUS CHRIST...WE TOO MUST RISE UP!
DEVOTION BY BOB PITULEJ, BOARD MEMBER

COVID-19 has taken its toll on all of us; from
health risks to unemployment to isolation, it
has tried our souls. Next month, Jesus’ soul will
again be tried on Good Friday.
But guess what? Just like Jesus will rise up on
Easter Sunday, so will we rise up from COVID-19!
This devotion is a reminder that we must
continue to rise up against any and all things
that Satan may present to us.
And he said unto them, I beheld Satan as lightning
fall from heaven. Behold, I give unto you power to
tread on serpents and scorpions, and over all the
power of the enemy: and nothing shall by any means
hurt you. Notwithstanding in this rejoice not, that
the spirits are subject unto you; but rather rejoice,
because your names are written in heaven.
LUKE 10:18-20
The following is an excerpt from Worthy
Devotions1:
The nature of the enemy is to fall, and Satan wants
to pull us down with him. His schemes are subtle,
as he watches carefully for opportunities when our
own evil desires rise up in us; [James 1:14]. However
they can do it, these evil spirits will seek to drag us
down into the miserable fallen condition they are in.
In every temptation, the enemy is present seeking to
pull you down.

But our calling and destiny are not to fall, it is to
rise. Our identity as the children of God is with the
resurrected Messiah. And it is Jesus’s resurrected life
and power that gives us authority over demons and
victory over sin—to rise above temptation through a
life of spirit-empowered love and friendship.
So all together now…
-Rise above temptation!
-Exercise your authority to trample upon the powers
of misery in your own life, and be led by Jesus, even
to deliver others from their gloom as well!
-Exercising the authority of our risen Lord over evil
is one of our great living testimonies to goodness and
salvation!
(2020, July 17). Rise Up! Retrieved from https://
www.worthydevotions.com/christian-devotional/
rise-up-2
1

LENTEN DEVOTIONS
find devotions posted daily on our website:
ucpreston.org/lent-devotions
PARISH LIFE UCPRESTON.ORG
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Sympathy to:
Patty and Rob Gehring on the
death of Patty’s cousin, John
Richardson, in December.
Brenda Meyer on the death of her
mother, Norma Freeman.
Richard and Eloise Williams on
the death of their godson, Phillip
Barber, on Feb. 6.
Michael Collison and Demetrius
Edwards, friends of Cheryl Fields,
on the death of their mothers.

Congratulations to:
We celebrate with Arlene Brown
and her Rwandan family, Amin
and Claire, on the birth of their
daughter, Chloe, on Jan. 3.
We celebrate with Laurie Callahan
and family on the birth of her
grandson, William (Will) Xavier
Ingham, on Feb. 9.

Submitted this month:

Jack Moore

Continued prayers for:

Elsa Nygard

Omilara Badou

Pam Olmes

Scarlet Bell
(Eloise Williams’ niece)

Mary Anne Oishi

Barbara Bonner

Carl Pelzner
Rev. Melinda Reed

Diane Brady
(Lee Schmidt & Kathy SchauerSchmidt’s friend)

Dale & Barbara Rogers
(Friends of Rev. Melinda Reed)

"De” Brown
(Diane Truman’s sister)

Janet Ruhan
(Sheila & Richard Allen’s daughter)

Raeven Coleman
(Tammi Leathers’ niece)

Josh Schauer
(Kathy Schauer-Schmidt’s grandson)

Amanda Dance
(Tammi Leathers’ friend)

Kathy Schauer-Schmidt

Eleanor Dickey

Beverly & Wallace Smith
Karen Skatoff

Ruth Dove, Fred & Mary Dove
(Debra Bailey’s colleague & Ruth’s
parents)

Sarah Soliman

Joyce Duke

Mary Steinmann
(Rich Steinmann’s mother)

Charles Baker
(Claudia Libero’s father)

Kathleen Elder

Vicki Corneille
(Joan Braxton's friend)

Keith & Pat Elder
(Kathleen Elder’s brothers)

John Elliott & family
(Amy Millar’s friends)

Jeff Flood

Will van Horn
(Richard & Eloise Williams’ cousin’s
spouse)

Lynn Franklin
(Laurie Callahan’s sister)

Patrick Waugh
(Debra Bailey’s brother)

Rev. LaVerne Gill

Sarah Webb
(Steve Webb’s daughter-in-law)

Sylvia Evans
(Sylvia Robinson's mother)
Yvonne Kauffman

Nanna Gilley

Amy McMichael
(friend of Cheryl Fields)

Jamie Kauffman
(Yvonne Kauffman’s granddaughter)

Pam Miles
(Jim Vollmer's sister)

Conrad Kilinski & family
(Jane & Ken Plum’s grandson)

Kristy Pullen

Donald Lowell
(Debbie Aschenbach’s father)

Fred Smith
(James Dean’s husband)
Joe Waugh
(Debra Bailey’s brother)
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Nicole Tasby & son
(Sonja Vaughan’s goddaughter)

Dennis Lund

SUBMIT A PRAYER REQUEST:
ucpreston.org/prayer

Joe McGregor
(Karen Young’s father)

REMOVE A PRAYER REQUEST:
heidi@ucpreston.org

ANNOUNCEMENTS

PRESCHOOL REGISTRATION
NOW OPEN
UCP Preschool is a part-day
program that focuses on
wholesome development for
children ages 2-5. Visit its website
to learn more about registration
for the 2021-2022 school year.

VACATION BIBLE SCHOOL (VBS)
JULY 5-9
Save the date for this year's VBS
for children ages 4-rising 6th
graders. Focusing on biblical
literacy, with fresh and high
energy music, skit, craft and
experiments, children learn how
things are possible through Jesus.
We expect to offer an in-person
VBS mostly outdoors. We are also
brainstorming on a technologyfriendly hybrid program in order
to extend the participation/access
to a maximum of families. If you
are interested in sharing any input
and/or any of your talents the Lord
has profusely blessed you with,
contact Bissi Badou or Pastor Beth.
CORNERSTONES DONATIONS
Drop-off donations at UCP on
Wednesdays, from 9 AM-1 PM and
the first Saturday of the month,
from 12-3 PM. Needed items: tea,
canned meat, oatmeal, shelfstable milk, cooking oil, toilet
paper, toothpaste, toothbrushes,
shampoo, conditioner, deodrant
and lotion.

TOTAL PRAISE EASTER DANCE
Total Praise Liturgical Dance,
UCP’s Worship dance ensemble,
invites you to join its upcoming
dance project, Celtic Blessing,
which will be part of UCP's Easter
Worship Service. To be part of
this project, please Zoom in to a
rehearsal on Thursday, March 4,
at 5:30 PM, using this link. Contact
Beth Hetzler or Cheryl Fields
with any questions, or for more
information.
EASTER VIDEOS
The worship service on Easter
Sunday can benefit from your
help. We would like to receive
videos of you expressing your “joy
of Easter.” Your video can include
you, your family, and/or your
friends, offering a brief Easter
greeting (20 seconds or less). Send
your videos to
kate@ucpreston.org, or submit
them on Dropbox.
JOIN OUR FACEBOOK GROUP
The UCP Community Facebook
group is a
private group
for UCP
members and
attendees only.
This Facebook
group provides a forum where
members of the UCP family can
connect, pray for one another,
engage and share fun things.
Request access using this link.
IT SUPPORT
Fairfax County is offering free,
virtual IT assistance to residents
age 60+ and adults 18+ with a
disability. The County's IT OnCall Program can help you with:
Zoom, Skype, online shopping,
navigating social media platforms,
using video calls on smartphones
and more. If you could benefit
from this service, contact
Volunteer Solutions by email or
call 703-324-5406 (TTY 711).

COMING YOUR WAY
How are you doing? How can
UCP help you? Do you know how
to watch Sunday worship, take
part in post-worship coffee hours,
and join in Bible study-all by
Zoom? Are there ways members
might help you? Would you like
to participate in a virtual worship
service by reading scripture?
These questions, and others,
are asked by Congregational Care
Ministry members and other
volunteers who try hard to reach
all members and regular guests by
phone about every three months.
We try to stay in contact with
everyone but sometimes, when we
try repeatedly and get no answer,
we leave a message. In that case,
we hope you will call us back!
March is the next time we're
hoping to chat with you. If you
have not gotten a call by the end
of the month—or if you have a
request at any time during the
month that we might be able to
help you with—please contact
March's Samaritan of the Month,
Marilyn Silvey, by email or phone,
571-918-0317.

VIRTUAL MEET & GREET
Take the next step in your faith
journey

Life at UCP goes beyond our
Sunday worship. It’s about
ministering to our families, our
communities, and each other.
There’s so much happening here
and we want to make it easy for
you to connect and find out all
our church has for you. So, on
the fourth Sunday of each month,
we are hosting a virtual Meet &
Greet over Zoom at 9 AM. This
will be a casual environment and
there is no pre-registration.
NEXT MEET & GREET:
MARCH 28
PARISH LIFE UCPRESTON.ORG
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ASH WEDNESDAY PHOTO RECAP

JOHN & MEG MOORE'S GRANDSON

ASH WEDNESDAY SERVICE

DRIVE-THRU ASHES

ASH WEDNESDAY SELFIE
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AGAIN & AGAIN WE'RE INVITED IN-SERMON

PHOTO RECAP

GLORY MEETS SUFFERING-TRANSFIGURATION SUNDAY
SERMON

SCOUT SUNDAY

LENT-IN-A-BAG ASSEMBLY

LENT-IN-A-BAG

CARE PACKAGES FOR OUR COLLEGE STUDENTS

MINUTE FOR CONGREGATIONAL CARE
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